A single plasma process involving three consecutive steps has been developed for producing high gas flow catalytic nanostructures on the electrodes of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells (FC).
Introduction
The development of fuel cells is considered to be an integral part of a sustainable hydrogen economy. Today, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell is promising in the mass market for automotive, stationary and portable applications [1, 2] . A PEMFC is an electrochemical cell fed with hydrogen fuel, which is oxidized at the anode, and oxygen that is reduced at the cathode. The protons released during the oxidation are conducted through the membrane to the cathode, whereas the electrons travel along the external electrical circuit. Each electrode is made up a porous mixture of electron and proton 3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
conductor (typically carbon and proton polymer). Part of the optimization of an electrode design is to determine the optimum partition between the transport media (carbon, proton polymer and pores) for each of the three phases (electrons, protons and gases). This leads to a reduction of both critical transport losses, and the amount of high cost materials used for the catalyst (e.g. platinum). Decreasing the amount of Pt while increasing the Pt utilization efficiency has been one of the major concerns during the past decade [3] [4] [5] .
A conventional, chemically produced, electrode is usually prepared by ink processes and consists of a gas diffusion layer, typically carbon Vulcan and PTFE particles and an active layer. The latter has a mixture of carbon Vulcan particles coated by Pt catalyst and a proton conductive polymer (typically Nafion) spread on either carbon cloth or carbon paper made of weaved or stacked carbon fibres (mean diameters of 10 and 5 µm, respectively) [6] [7] [8] . In such a structure, the Pt catalyst will be active if it is simultaneously in contact with the gas, the continuous electron-conducting media (porous carbon supports) and the continuous proton-conducting polymer. Even with the most advanced conventional electrodes, this catalyst layer nanostructure does not ensure an optimum Pt utilization [9] . Firstly, the Nafion polymer addition encapsulates Pt/C particles to form agglomerates (more or less spherical with a diameter in the range 200-1000 nm) which consequently isolate some Pt/C particles from the electrode support by cutting off the electron pathways. Secondly, these agglomerates themselves are flooded in a low gas diffusivity proton polymer. As a result, hydrogen and oxygen cannot diffuse through the whole volume of these agglomerates and Pt catalyst far from the agglomerate surface becomes inactive. Finally, gas diffusion, electron and proton conduction and water removal are quite difficult in such a porous electrode due to its complex shape.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) or nanofibres (CNF) have been previously proposed for electrochemical devices [10] as they can replace traditional black carbon particles in PEMFC electrodes because of their high electrical conductivity and chemical inertia. These nanostructures were used in powders spread on the carbon backing [11] [12] [13] but the results did not show many advantages over conventional carbon particle powders due to the formation of the agglomerates mentioned above. The feasibility of growing CNT directly on carbon paper has been demonstrated using a silica gel to catalyze CNT growth [14] [15] [16] or using a process of electro-deposition of Pt on CNTs grown by chemical vapour deposition on carbon paper after an initial electro-deposition of cobalt catalyst [17] [18] [19] [20] . In these experiments, the subsequent membrane electrode assembly (MEA) performance tests remained low, possibly due to a degradation of the electric contact between carbon paper, CNT and Pt particles, and/or from the large diameter of the resulted Pt nanoclusters.
In previous publications, we demonstrated that plasma sputtering of Pt on carbon GDLs is a suitable technique for improving the catalyst utilization efficiency in a PEMFC [21] [22] [23] . These studies have shown typical diffusion lengths of Pt atoms into GDL between 400 nm and 2 µm and the formation of Pt nanoclusters with diameters in the range of 2-10 nm, depending on plasma deposition parameters such as argon pressure. At low current density, the electrical performance of MEAs based on such Pt sputtered anodes is similar to a conventional electrode based MEA but the plasmaprepared electrode has a Pt loading five times lower. Recently, a novel open structure active layer [9, [24] [25] [26] was presented as an alternative to the conventional active layer especially for fuel cell cathodes. This structure is composed of 30 nm diameter, rod-like, electron conductors grown perpendicularly to the membrane that are coated with well dispersed platinum nanoclusters and a 10 nm thin layer of proton conductor. In this active layer, where electron/proton conductors and gas channels are highly oriented, the catalyst utilization may approach 100% and performance can be dramatically improved [9] .
In the present paper a detailed description of the three plasma processes is presented along with the preparation and the characterization of the novel efficient active layer. A low pressure (5 mTorr) radio frequency (RF) helicon plasma is used as it can produce high density plasmas with great efficiency in rather large volumes. The design of the system is such that many sputter targets can be installed, allowing a number of sequential processing steps to be developed without bringing the substrate up to atmospheric pressure, thus eliminating the risk of possibly poisoning the layers. Additionally, by using sequential steps, the processing time can be considerably reduced.
As a first step, the helicon plasma is ignited in argon gas and a nickel target is used to sputter a thin nickel film onto the carbon electrode. This film comprises clusters that serve to act as nuclei for the growth of CNFs. The second step substitutes the argon gas with a mixture of methane and hydrogen. The substrate is heated to around 400
• C and CNFs grow perpendicularly to the substrate surface to a distance limit of about 2 µm. The third and last step uses argon again but another target containing platinum serves to sputter-deposit the nanoclusters on the CNFs. Four FC cathodes based on different catalyst nanostructures were plasma-synthesized and tested in four MEAs. The electrical performances of the plasmasynthesized MEAs compare very favourably to conventional chemically prepared MEAs.
Experimental details

Plasma-controlled synthesis of oriented active layer based on well aligned carbon nanofibres
Carbon nanofibres are grown in a plasma processing chamber called Southern Cross (shown in figure 1 ) in which a typical base pressure below 5 × 10 −6 mbar is achieved using a turbo-molecular pump. The helicon plasma is generated by a 13.56 MHz radio frequency powered double saddle antenna placed around the 15 cm diameter glass source tube attached to a diffusion chamber shaped as a cross (55.5 cm × 55.5 cm). Three solenoids surround the source and the diffusion chamber to produce a magnetic field of about 80 G along the vertical axis between the helicon source and the 72 mm diameter substrate holder. The electrode holder can be DC biased and manually rotated and moved along the vertical axis. It is usually placed 10 cm below the plasma source during helicon-PECVD and 18 cm below the plasma for the helicon plasma sputtering processes, respectively. A spiral heater can bring the substrate temperature to a maximum of 400
• C. A stainless steel mask with two squares having 5 cm 2 open area is fixed to the electrode holder. Each square is marked with a grid of 9 smaller squares of 0.44 cm 2 open area allowing uniform Pt/C nanostructure growth over 4 cm 2 . This is the first report of the growth of CNFs using high plasma density, low gas pressure helicon-PECVD. Earlier plasma methods involved arc discharge [27] , vaporization using laser [28] , pyrolysis [29] , chemical vapour deposition of hydrocarbons using metal catalysts [30] [31] [32] and, more recently, chemical vapour deposition methods enhanced by DC plasma, RF plasma and microwave plasma [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Three consecutive plasma deposition steps have been developed in order to deposit: • the nickel catalyst used to grow the CNFs, • the CNFs themselves, • the nanoclusters of platinum.
First, an argon plasma is used to provide ions needed to sputter a negatively −300 V biased Ni target and to deposit a nickel catalyst layer on the carbon paper or GDL. The argon pressure and the plasma power are fixed at 5 mTorr and 500 W. In these conditions, the plasma density measured by a uncompensated Langmuir probe is close to 10 11 cm −3 on the substrate holder. The amount of deposited nickel measured by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is 240 × 10 15 Pt atoms cm −2 , which corresponds to a dense layer of 25 nm. This is somewhat thicker compared to other reports and is required to prevent nickel sputtering of the biased Ni/electrode during the subsequent CNFs growth steps (which can occur at the relative low pressures used here).
Second, the substrate temperature is gradually increased to 400
• C over a period of 15 min following which the source is fed with methane and hydrogen at 5 mTorr with a ratio of 1:4 and a 500 W plasma was ignited. The real Ni catalyst temperature induced by the additional heating of the plasma was not measured during CNF growth. It was thought to be slightly higher than 400
• C due to plasma heating reported by other authors [39] . With the substrate biased at −100 V, CNFs were grown for a period of 90 min.
Third and last, Pt nanoclusters are grown on the substrates using a −300 V biased Pt target sputtered by ions generated by an argon plasma of pressure and power 5 mTorr and 500 W, respectively. The deposition rate of platinum has been previously measured by RBS [40] . It is assumed that the Pt deposition rate on silicon is equivalent to the Pt deposition rate on GDL, carbon paper and a carpet of CNFs. In the present study, the deposition time has been adjusted to deposit the required amounts of platinum.
Following the plasma processes, a thin film of Nafion polymer is spread on this carpet of Pt/CNF cylindrical nanostructures to ensure proton access from the membrane to the Pt catalyst nanoclusters at the cathode. Four different types of catalytic layer were deposited: two on GDL and two on carbon paper, one of each having carbon nanofibres deposited. All four have the same catalyst loading of 0.02 mg Pt cm −2 . A fifth electrode was made of a GDL covered by a carpet of Pt/CNF nanostructures as a catalytic layer with a Pt loading of 0.1 mg Pt cm −2 . Displayed in figure 2 is a schematic of the four electrode structures and a conventional, chemically prepared, electrode configuration.
Microscopy measurements and assembly of PEM fuel cell and testing
A cold field scanning electronic microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S4500) was used to characterize the sputtered Ni film on the two porous carbon supports while atomic force microscopy was used to characterize the sputtered nickel film on the plane silicon support. Deposition times were identical for all microscopy analysis. The CNFs and Pt covered CNFs on carbon paper and GDL were analysed by the Hitachi S4500 SEM and also by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H7100FA). For TEM investigation, the CNFs (or Pt covered CNFs) were scraped from the carbon paper and deposited on a copper microscopy grid covered by a thin carbon film. One drop of distilled water is then spread on the specimen to disperse the CNF nanostructures.
Considering that most of the efficiency losses come from the cathode side [41] , the five fabricated (4 plasma and 1 conventional) electrodes were successively tested on the were used at the anode side. A Nafion 5 wt% solution was spread onto each electrode using a pipette to ensure proton access from the membrane to the Pt nanoclusters. The Nafion loading covering is 1 mg cm −2 for the five prepared electrodes and 1.5 mg cm −2 for the five conventional ETEK electrodes. MEAs were prepared by hot pressing a humidified Nafion 115 membrane with the electrodes at 130
• C for 120 s under a pressure of 40 kg cm −2 to ensure good contact between the cell components. Teflon gaskets, carbon bipolar plates, and copper current collectors were added to make the final cell tests. The fuel cell tests are carried out by recording current-voltage curves (also called polarization curves) in a single 5 cm 2 fuel cell test station at a cell temperature of 80
• C and back pressure of 3 bar. The flow rates of pure hydrogen and pure oxygen are fixed at 100 standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm). Before entering the fuel cell, the hydrogen and oxygen were humidified at 80
• C. The same procedure is followed for each MEA test, even if the conditions are not necessarily optimum for each assembly. We preferred not to change the test and assembly conditions for each complete fuel cell so as to allow comparisons to be made under comparable conditions. Figure 3 shows a SEM image of the uncoated GDL surface (A), of a single carbon fibre in a sheet of carbon paper before (B) and after (C) Ni sputter deposition. Figure 3(D) shows a SEM micrograph of nickel on carbon paper after thermal annealing. The dimensions of the outermost (most visible) of the uncoated carbon particles of the GDL are in the range of 20-45 nm with a average size of 30 nm based on examining 100 particles randomly chosen from the SEM micrograph of figure 3(A) . Some larger non-spherical particles of PTFE are also visible. The Ni morphology is difficult to analyse using the SEM because the Ni deposition is continuously affected by the electron beam of the microscope during the time the surface is being imaged. Agglomerations of Ni nanoclusters are observed on the carbon fibre after plasma sputtering ( figure 3(C) ). After a 15 min long thermal anneal, figure 3(D) shows that the Ni deposition has become denser and the Ni nanoclusters have disappeared.
Results and discussion
Ni catalyst layer and CNF morphology
In order to further investigate this process, the Ni sputtered on silicon was analysed by AFM, which was not expected to change the Ni morphology during the investigation. figure 4(B) ). Nevertheless, some 15 nm diameter Ni nanoclusters are still evident on this micrograph as shown by the corresponding statistical size distribution.
From the SEM images shown in figure 5 , it can be seen that CNFs grow normal to the surface of the Ni catalyzed carbon paper or GDL. Any amorphous carbon produced by the plasma process is removed by hydrogen that is dissociated which is quite low compared to other reports using plasma or thermal CVD processes, which are typically ten times higher. This is possibly a result of the low CH 4 :H 2 pressure (5 mTorr) which results in a low gas phase density of carbon compared to the higher pressures generally used [42] . This initial growth rate gradually decreases during deposition, as previously reported [43] , thereby limiting the CNF length to 2 µm long for the present deposition parameters. The effective surface area of the CNF/carbon paper and CNF/GDL nanostructure shown in figure 5 was measured to be in the range 15-20 m 2 g −1 by nitrogen adsorption (BrunauerEmmett-Teller method), which is higher than that of carbon paper (2 m 2 g −1 ) and similar to that of GDL (15 m 2 g −1 ). The CNF density on the GDL surface is estimated to 2.2 × 10 10 cm −2 from SEM micrograph analysis. A TEM image of the CNF before platinum deposition is shown in figure 6 and simultaneous energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis showed that the black particle at the CNF tip is nickel. This result suggests a 'tip' growth model [44, 45] , where the Ni is transported away from the carbon fibre (or GDL). Most of the particles adopt a characteristic faceted or biconal shape at the upper end of the CNF, as is clear in figure 6(A) . Most Ni particles can be seen to be surrounded by a thin carbon layer on the face exposed to the CH 4 :H 2 plasma, an important advantage for the fuel cell application. This carbon film prevents both the nickel dissolving in the fuel cell's corrosive environment, and the nickel's diffusion throughout the hydrated membrane, which could result in blocking proton conduction channels. These observations of the carbon nanofibre growth and previous studies [46] add further weight to the hypothesis that a tip growth mechanism is operating.
The heat released from the ion bombardment of the biased nickel coated substrate and the exothermic reaction of methane decomposing in the plasma phase or on the Ni cluster layer results in a temperature gradient being established across the Ni layer. Carbon atoms arriving at the nickel surface can then diffuse into the Ni layer through the grain/particle boundary or the specific substrate plane. Segregation and precipitation of carbon atoms on the other side of the Ni layer occurs because the solubility of carbon atoms decreases inside the Ni layer when the temperature decreases, resulting in the formation of well defined micro-cracks between Ni clusters where graphene layers form. During CNF growth, the Ni nanocluster is transported away from the substrate; graphene layers near the underside of the Ni tips are parallel to the lateral plane of the faceted Ni tip, thus forming a typical stacked structure [47] . On the outer side of the CNF wall, the graphene layers become perpendicular to the growth direction. At the end of the deposition process when the plasma is turned off, a carbon film forms on the exposed Ni cluster face due to the nickel temperature decreasing in the presence of CH 4 :H 2 gas. The schematic on figure 6(B) shows the main steps corresponding to this 'tip' growth mechanism from a Ni cluster base layer.
Around the bottom of such 2 µm stacked CNFs some shorter nanofibres can be seen on TEM micrographs. These short nanofibres have spherical Ni particles surrounded by a thicker carbon film on the face exposed to the plasma with no clear evidence of graphene layers on their side wall. The number of such short nanofibres increases when the plasma deposition parameters have not been optimized, typically for lower substrate temperature (below 350
• C). For a thicker initial Ni layer some small Ni metallic inclusions can be seen either inside or on the surface of CNF. In this case, no growth of secondary small CNF is observed on the side wall of the CNF.
Oriented active layer based on aligned Pt/CNF nanostructure morphology
A controlled amount of Pt was sputtered on these vertically aligned CNFs by using two deposition times of 4 and 20 min, which resulted in Pt loadings of 0.02 and 0.1 mg Pt cm −2 , respectively.
Each CNF is coated by well dispersed nanoclusters of platinum determined from EDS spectra taken during the TEM investigation. SEM pictures in figure 7 show the upper end of the CNF after 4 min Pt deposition (0.02 mg Pt cm −2 ). From figures 7(C) to (F), the mean diameter of these Pt nanoclusters decreases from 8 to 3 nm between 100 and 600 nm from the top of the CNF. Assuming that each Pt nanocluster is perfectly spherical, the size dispersion can be estimated by dividing the number of Pt atoms on the spherical surface by the number of total Pt atoms in the spherical volume. From the Pt nanocluster diameters measured in figure 7(B) , the estimated dispersion increases from 18% to 50% from the top to bottom of the CNF.
The average diameter of these nanoclusters all along these 2 µm CNFs is close to 5 nm which is slightly higher than that of commercial electrodes. The platinum loading on such a CNF based layer is around 6 wt%, (assuming that carbon density in a CNF is 2.25 g cm −3 ). The Pt nanoclusters density is higher at the top of the CNF which will be in contact with the electrodemembrane interface where the Pt catalyst is the most active during fuel cell operation [48] .
Unidirectional aligned nanofibre structure is expected to allow a free flow of fuel gas when exposed to an effective amount of catalyst as compared to the convoluted conventional active layer composed of randomly stacked Nafion/Pt/C agglomerates. The use of carbon nanofibres directly grown on carbon backing and the resulting longitudinal electronic pathway prevents the carbon particles that form the electrode backing from being isolated by the Nafion. This non-ink process ensures a good electrical contact between sputtered Pt catalyst nanoclusters and the electrical support. Therefore, all nanoclusters are theoretically able to be in contact with the external circuit of a PEMFC. Moreover, this catalytic configuration avoids a large part of the platinum catalyst being located deep inside the Nafion flooded agglomerates and consequently poorly accessible for the fuel gas.
Influence of the plasma based cathode nanostructure on fuel cell efficiency
The current-voltage and power density curves of the four MEAs corresponding to the four cathode configurations of figure 2 are shown in figure 8: Pt/CNF/GDL (MEA1, figure 2(A) ), Pt/CNF/carbon paper (MEA2, figure 2(B) ), Pt/GDL (MEA3, figure 2(C) ) and Pt/carbon paper (MEA4, figure 2(D) ). Each cathode has an ultra-low Pt loading of 0.02 mg Pt cm −2 , which has been sputtered either on carbon paper, GDL or CNFs. This comparison clearly shows that the presence of CNFs as catalyst support significantly improves the fuel cell performance.
Although the relative increase of performance with CNF on carbon paper is dramatic over the whole range of investigated current, the voltage is consistently lower than that obtained for the electrodes on carbon cloth with a GDL. Each conventional ETEK GDL is composed of PTFE particles to make it more hydrophobic and contribute to water evacuation during operation, whereas the carbon paper based cathode is wetted easily due to its poor hydrophobicity [24] . In the latter case, the catalytic layer pores are filled with liquid water which prevents oxygen from getting to the catalytic sites and decreases the resulting performance. Two other mechanisms may play a role in the improved performance resulting from the presence of GDLs. First, the GDL surface is relatively flat compared to that of porous carbon paper; this could result in a better mechanical contact and a higher catalytic surface area at the membrane/electrode interface. Additionally, these two carbon supports have very different porosities (about 25% for the GDL versus 80% for the carbon paper). Thus, Nafion may cross the carbon paper and cover its back face, thereby interfering with the electrical contact between the bipolar plate and the synthesized electrode.
Improvement of the cell performance with CNFs grown on GDLs is more evident at higher current densities: at • C, membrane Nafion 115.) 600 mA cm −2 for example, the power densities displayed in figure 8 are close to 170 and 210 mW cm −2 for the Pt/GDL and Pt/CNF/GDL cathode, respectively. The maximum power densities achieved are 170 for MEA3 (without CNF) and 230 mW cm −2 for MEA1 (with CNF). At high flow rates, the porous, well aligned, structure in the CNF based electrode would allow a much improved flow of fuel gas and water and thus contribute to the performance improvement.
At low current density, CNFs grown on GDLs result in a slightly improved cell performance. The slope of polarization curve for medium current density is smaller with CNFs indicating a lower cell resistance. These results are likely related to the increase of platinum active sites. Previous work on the structure of Pt/GDL plasma sputtered electrodes without CNF support have reported a decrease of platinum active sites. Indeed, these studies showed the existence of a practical limit for dispersing platinum in a GDL. Pt deposition by plasma sputtering on GDL leads to Pt nanoclusters (mean diameter close to 3.0 nm) which agglomerate and form a relatively dense Pt layer surrounding each carbon particle for increasing Pt catalyst loading (depending on plasma deposition parameters).
Moreover, these studies have shown most of the effective Pt catalyst loading is contained in a GDL thickness of 400 nm, even if the maximum diffusion lengths of Pt atoms into GDL can reach 2 µm (depending on plasma deposition parameters). On the other hand, a CNF support improves the Pt nanoclusters dispersion and avoids the formation of a Pt nanocluster binding layer. The unidirectional porosity in the aligned CNF layer is thought to contribute to a higher diffusion length of Pt atoms during plasma sputtering compared to direct Pt sputtering on GDL [13] [14] [15] .
Comparison between a MEA based on a Pt/CNF/GDL cathode and MEA based on two conventional electrodes
Two MEAs based on two Pt/CNF/GDL cathodes ( figure 2(A) ) with different Pt loading and two ETEK anode have been com- pared to a MEA with two ETEK electrodes (figure 2(E)). The test and assembly procedure is the same for each fuel cell. Figure 9 shows the polarization and power density curves obtained with these three MEAs: MEA1 (Pt/CNF/GDL cathode with 0.02 mg Pt cm −2 ) and MEA5 (Pt/CNF/GDL cathode with 0.1 mg Pt cm −2 ). The two CNF based cathodes lead to lower electrical performances than that of a ETEK electrode based assembly MEA6 in terms of measured cell voltage or power density at a given current density. However, the cathodic Pt loadings of MEA1 and MEA5 are 25 and 5 times lower than that of MEA6 and the maximum achieved power densities are only 40% and 20% lower: 230, 300 and 370 mW cm −2 for the three assemblies MEA1, MEA5 and MEA6.
This clearly indicates that the ratio of platinum used in these two oriented active layers is at least 15 and 4 times higher than that of the conventional one. Considering that plasma fabrication is a well established, clean and well-controlled process used by microelectronic manufacturers, it could be a good way for efficient and cost effective fuel cell electrode and MEA fabrication.
Conclusion
Vertically aligned carbon nanofibres surrounded by well dispersed platinum nanoclusters has been successfully grown on carbon paper and gas diffusion layers by combining helicon-PECVD and helicon plasma sputtering processes. Such unidirectional Pt/CNF nanostructures on an open-pore conductive substrate were used as an oriented active layer for mass and charge coupled transport in a fuel cell electrode.
The electrical performances of four MEAs based on different cathode configurations having an ultra-low Pt loading (0.02 mg Pt cm −2 ) were compared in a single 5 cm 2 fuel cell test station. The MEA based on Pt/CNF nanostructures grown on hydrophobic GDL leads to the best maximum power density (230 mW cm −2 ). The maximum achieved power density is 40% lower without CNF presence on GDL and 65% lower without hydrophobic GDL as catalyst support. Subsequently, a Pt/CNF/GDL electrode with a Pt loading of 0.1 mg Pt cm −2 was compared with a higher Pt loaded standard chemically prepared electrode (0.5 mg Pt cm −2 ) on the cathode side of a MEA. The activity of the sputtered catalyst on CNF is lower than that obtained with a standard cathode in terms of maximum achieved power density (300 mW cm −2 versus 370 mW cm −2 ). However, the platinum utilization efficiency in the oriented Pt/CNF nanostructures based cathode is at least four times higher than that of the conventional one. This study has shown that plasma techniques are an effective method for preparing thin oriented active layers for fuel cells based on vertically aligned carbon nanofibres surrounded by Pt nanoclusters. It allows a good control of fabrication parameters in order to correctly distribute the volume of the catalyst layer between the catalyst supported on carbon nanostructure and the unidirectional pores which allow adequate flow of fuel gas while exposing the fuel to an effective amount of catalyst. In addition, these techniques allow the fabrication of PEMFC electrode with lower platinum loading (compared to a chemically based electrode) without a decrease in efficiency. Hence, they can be used for the optimization of other fuel cells such as direct methanol fuel cells by combining platinum and another catalyst (to protect platinum poisoning from CO).
